A new bias flow impedance model is developed for perforated plates from basic principles using as little empiricisms as possible. A quality experimental database was used to determine the predictive validity of the model. Results show that the model performs better for higher (15%) rather than lower (5%) percent open area (POA) samples. Based on the least squares ratio of numerical vs. experimental results, model predictions were on average within 20% and 30% for the higher and lower (POA), respectively. It is hypothesized on the work of other investigators that at lower POAs the higher fluid velocities in the perforate's orifices start forming unsteady vortices, which is not accounted for in our model. The numerical model, in general also underpredicts the experiments. It is theorized that the actual acoustic CD is lower than the measured raylometer CD used in the model. Using a larger CD makes the numerical model predict lower impedances. The frequency domain model derived in this paper shows very good agreement with another model derived using a time domain approach. CD d f Jo J1 J2 k L M MH Nomenclature Pa speed of sound in the normal incidence Pah tube t discharge coefficient T perforate hole diameter frequency Va Bessel function of zeroth order Bessel function of first order vah Bessel function of second order 2zd/c vb length of cavity vu_ Mach number in the cavity V_s effective Mach number in the holes of the Z perforate plates p. pressure in the fluid li" acoustic pressure in cavity acoustic pressure in perforate's orifice perforate thickness pedod fluid particle velocity acoustic particle velocity in the normal incidence tube acoustic particle velocity in perforate's orifice bias flow velocity in the cavity bias flow velocity in the perforate's orifice rms acoustic particle velocity normalized reactance absolute viscosity of fluid effective viscosity " Graduate
A new bias flow impedance model is developed for perforated plates from basic principles using as little empiricisms as possible. A quality experimental database was used to determine the predictive validity of the model. Results show that the model performs better for higher (15%) rather than lower (5%) percent open area (POA) samples. Based on the least squares ratio of numerical vs. experimental results, model predictions were on average within 20% and 30% for the higher and lower (POA), respectively.
It is hypothesized on the work of other investigators that at lower POAs the higher fluid velocities in the perforate's orifices start forming unsteady vortices, which is not accounted for in our model. The numerical model, in general also underpredicts the experiments. It is theorized that the actual acoustic CD is lower than the measured raylometer CD used in the model. Using a larger CD makes the numerical model predict lower impedances. The frequency domain model derived in this paper shows very good agreement with another model derived using a time domain approach. One concept for improving suppression efficiency is the bias flow liner. Bias flow has been previously investigated by Dean, who conducted an initial proof-of-concept study that showed several potential advantages 1. In-situ control of liner impedance would allow several desirable possibilities including optimizing liner impedance to match different operating conditions or to more accurately match design conditions that could not be reached due to manufacturing tolerances.
The purpose of this study is to develop a bias flow impedance model from basic principles with as little empiricisms as possible and validate this model using quality experiments produced for this purpose from the NASA Langley Normal Incidence Tube (NIT). The experimental database included both fibermetal and perforate samples that were tested with and without bias flow in a single-degree-of-freedom liner configuration. 2 A validation error criterion was developed and used as a standard for determining the validity of the numerical model results.
Previous Bias Flow Corrections

Dean developed a bias flow model in his initial proof-of-concept study (Ref. 1) of bias flow effect on liner impedance. His model is based on principles outlined by Hersh and Rogers. 3 Dean essentially replaced the acoustic particle velocity with the bias flow velocity in the Hersh and
Rogers' model without further justification except to say that the bias flow velocity was much greater than the acoustic particle velocity. As will be shown later, replacing the acoustic velocity with the bias flow velocity is questionable.
In the NASA Langley Zwikker-Kosten Transmission Line Code (ZKTL) 4, bias flow is accounted for by replacing the acoustic particle velocity in the impedance models with v, +v b (1)
This correction seems more reasonable than
Dean's correction, especially at low bias flow velocities. Nevertheless, this bias flow correction as well as Dean's correction does not follow from basic principles.
In another study, Premo derived a bias flow model using a time-domain approach. This approach yielded the following replacement for the acoustic particle velocity to include bias flow s 1 2 %/(.15v._) +(2v,):
(2)
Development of A New Bias Flow Model
The linear part of the following derivation follows from the principles outlined by Crandall of the impedance of a single tube. 6 The momentum equation for a viscous fluid is
where the compressibility term l_tv(V • 9) is assumed small and therefore is omitted from Eq. 
The right hand side of Eq. 
Integrating both sides of Eq. (12) over a period
where Va and Pa is assumed to be a harmonic solution with respect to time cos(o_). In Eq. (13) C is replaced by Iv, iv_ so that this term remains positive. Simplifying this equation results in
Dividing both sides by pc _, produces
Melling notes that the pressure drop across a "shar_ edge" orifice has been studied in some detail'.
From these studies, a departure from the nonlinear term in Eq. (15) Sivian showed that the viscosity inside the perforate hole along a highly thermally conductive wall was different from the absolute viscosity outside the hole 8. It was shown in this study that for air over a wide range of temperatures, the relationship between _ and !_'is ao=1.0 a1=-1.4092 a2=0.0 a3=0.33818 a4--O.0 as=0.06793 ae=-0.02287 a7=0.003015 as=-0.01614
Note that the PBF model implies a bias flow correction to existing impedance models, where the acoustic particle velocity is replaced by
A problem arises when large enough negative bias flow rates would lead to negative impedance values. A recent study has experimentally shown the effect of negative bias flow rates of two degree-of-freedom liners. 11 The results of this suggest that increasing negative bias flow rates do not necessarily lead to lower or negative impedances. Consequently, Eq. (23) needs to be restricted to positive values. A possible method to accomplish this is to square Eq. (23) and take its square root. Doing this produces
Noting that the analysis for the impedance was done within the perforate's hole ks becomes k:.
Tijdeman has studied extensively the propagation of sound waves in cylindrical tubes 9. He presents results of acoustic propagation in ducts under less restrictive assumptions, than what has been presented here. His results could be used as a starting point in developing a more comprehensive impedance model.
Melting also describes contributions by Sivian and Ingard for end effects to the perforate hole, and Fok's contribution to interaction effects between holes. This analysis is not going to be repeated here, but the results will be included. Therefore the Perforate Bias Flow (PBF) model is
and the Fok function _'(e) is defined as 1°_
Thus the sign of Vb does affect the magnitude of impedance but cannot drive it negative. Therefore, blowing produces a different impedance result than suction. Eq. (21) has a low and high frequency approximation. These approximations are valid if
respectively. The low and high frequency approximations of Eq. (21) are Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics curve has not been constrained to pass thru N=E=0. Figure 1 shows the experimental vs. the PBFIF model impedance results for a representative sample with no flow. The numerical results approach the experimental results as the sound pressure level is increased in both the resistance and reactance. The slope and correlation error criteria for both the resistance and reactance show continuous improvements as the sound pressure level is increased (See Table 1 ). This indicates that the nonlinear term in the PBFIF model, which is associated with the acoustic particle velocity better models the experiments, than the linear component of this model. Figure 2 shows the experimental and PBFIF model impedance at 130 dB and 5 % nominal (5.92 % actual) POA for various bias flow velocities. The figure shows increasing resistance with increasing bias flow rates. The resistance seems to stay constant with frequency except for the high bias flow rates, where it tends to decrease with increasing frequency. The reactance increases with frequency due to the cavity reactance. The experimental reactance tends to decrease as bias flow is increased. The model was not able to account for this effect. Figure 3 shows the slope and correlation error criteria for the resistance for various t/d samples. The flow rates are given in cm/s and MR (Hole Mach Number) for the NIT and hole velocities, respectively on the x-axis. The slope error criteria shows a mean slope starting at one for no flow then decreasing to 0.7 and increasing back to 0.9 as flow rate is increased. Therefore, the resistance numerical and experimental results are staying within 30% of each other in a least squares sense. The model underpredicts the resistances for all bias flow rates. At the higher flow rates the slope error improves because the experimental resistance decreases with increasing frequency at these flow rates (See Fig. 2 ). Since the model underpredicts the resistance, the decrease with frequency places the experimental resistance closer to the model results, and therefore decreases the measured slope error. SP-52<d--O.65811mm, t=Lq_06mm, ttd--1.5052, POA-- The mean correlation increases from 0.45 to 0.65 and then goes negative. Part of the reason for the low correlation numbers is the low variability with frequency that these impedance curves have (See Fig. 2 ). Since the correlation measures the percentage change in experiments accounted by the model, low variation increases the errors. Figure 4 shows the slope and correlation error criteria for the reactance of the same t/d samples. The mean reactance slope starts at 0.7 goes to 1.1 and then decreases to negative values as bias flow is increased. The mean correlation on the other hand stays close to one at the lower bias flow rates and then sharply decreases to 0.65.
Model Validation
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Note that there is significant scatter in Fig.  3 and 4 
for the various t/d samples. This scatter is low at no flow, but significant for nearly all the flow rates. This result indicates that there is some sort of interaction between t/d and bias flow velocities not accounted for by the PBFIF model.
Jing and Sun 1S'16 provide possible explanations for the scatter in error associated with various t/d, and the impedance values at higher bias flow rates. They developed two models, one that looked into the nonlinear properties of the hole and another that accounted for bias flow. The PBFIF model improves its prediction as POA is increased. Figure 5 shows the experimental and PBFIF model impedance at 130 dB and 15% nominal (16.48% actual) POA for various bias flow velocities. The figure shows the experimental and numerical results are closer at 15% than at 5 % (Fig. 2) POA. The mean slope and correlation error criteria for both the resistance and reactance show significant improvements as seen in Figs. 6 and 7 . The error plots also show significant reduction in scatter due to different t/d, indicating that the PBFIF model can better account for changes in t/d at this higher POA.
For the resistance, the mean slope criteria goes from about 0.9 at zero flow to 1.2 and down to .8 in Fig. 6, indicating 
Conclusions
The numerical results in general underpredict the experiments. The validation error criteria determined that the model performed better for higher (15%) rather than lower (5%) percent open area (POA) samples. The slope error criteria indicated that the model's predictions were on average within 20% and 30% for the higher and lower (POA), respectively. The lower POA perforate numerical model predictions presented more scatter for different t/ds, in the slope and correlation error criteria, than at higher POA. The scatter also tended to increase as the flow velocity was increased for a given POA.
It is hypothesized that the model underpredicts the experiments because the measured raylometer Co is higher than the actual acoustic 
